CIRCLE COUNCIL MEETING STAFF SIDE
AP CIRCLE, VIJAYAWADA
No. CU-21/CCM/S.S/AP/2018

Dated : 03-09-2017

To
The Secretary
Staff side, CCM
VIJAYAWADA
Dear Comrade,
Sub :- Inclusion of agenda items in the
ensuing 3rd Circle council meeting - reg
***
Please find here with enclosed agenda items for ensuing 3rd circle
council meeting, the same may please be incorporate in the agenda.
Thanking You,
Yours fraternally
(Ch.Chandrasekhara Rao )
Leader,Staff side,CCM,AP

AGENDA ITEMS for 3RD C.C.M
1. Marketing of OBD (Out bounding dialing ) services effectively in AP circle
where ever NGN services are available : OBD (out bounding dialing –
Playing pre recorded voice for extending any kind of invitation ) services are
to be marketed by the concerned wings of marketing sections. At present
customers are utilizing these services are very low in percentage.
Customers are not aware this service. Therefore our concerned sections
may visit all function halls, kalyanamandapams, convention centers etc
places of respective stations where NGN services are available and
knowing them about this OBD service which will be available with the BSNL
by floating leaflets with tariffs. This is one of revenue earning parameter.
And also useful to the customers in current scenario/trends.
2. Arresting delay in medical permissions (LOAs) in case of inter circle cases :
It is experienced that inter circle medical cases are being delayed by
7/10/12 days respectively in circle office. It become hardship on part of the
employees. Operations are being delayed, it causes life risk in some times.
Hospital authorities are not admitting the patients without LOAs. However
ultimate sufferers are our employees. In case of Hyderabad it will be
combined capital for ten years up to 2024. Therefore take up the issue
with the corporate office treating the AP & Telangana as a single circle in
case of medical LOAs up to 2024.
3. Provision of sufficient of seating arrangements to the Gr,C officials in
circle office sections like establishment, OP and other sections : in circle
office in some sections there is no place for sitting and discharging their
duties. In room No. 214 six work stations are idle for the last six months. In
OP section room No. 203 some other sections like S&M and PR sections are
existing and over loaded. There fore arrange the sections by making space
audit at once. Provide the seating arrangements to all the Gr.C staff in all
sections of circle office.
4. Conduct of AP circle and circle office welfare board meetings immediately
and required action for bifurcation of welfare grants : Staff side nominated
welfare committee members to the circle welfare board and circle office
welfare board. No welfare board meetings were conducted till now. Due to
this no welfare loans are being sanctioned to the staff members for various
purposes. At the same time welfare grants were not separated, there by no
scholarships not being sanctioned to the wards of staff members. Hence
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circle management may take suitable action for bifurcation of funds and
conduct of meetings without further delay.
Conduct of confirmation examination in the cadre of TOA(G)& TOA(TG) in
AP circle : The circle management is requested to conduct the
confirmation examination to the cadre of TOA(G) & TOA(TG) to the left
over officials immediately latest by 30-9-2018 as per the corporate office
orders vide No. 250-10/2009-Pers/Estt-III dated 09-8-2018 & 02-07-2018.
This confirmation is mandatory for Sr.TOA(G) examination also.
Supply of Xerox copies of SBs to the officials on the retirement day : The
Xerox copies of the service books may be supplied to the officials at the
time retirement. This record is essential to be required to the retired
official on various occasions. It is experienced that after retirement in some
cases SBs were misplaces in transmission to DOT cell to SSAs vice versa.
Conduct of HPC for compassionate ground appointments in AP circle for
the cases pending as on date : It is learned that some cases were
transferred from combined circle office and cases were accumulated at
circle office from SSAs. Status may be indicated .
LT Connections to the Quarters : All staff quarters are to be provided LT
electricity connections, because all staff quarter connections are being used
for domestic purposes. But in some SSAs like WG SSA in palakole exchange
some staff members were served notices to pay HT tariff with arrears of
huge amounts. It is not correct and against the norms.

9. Provision of water coolers in 2nd and 3rd floors of BSNL bhavan in circle
office : it is requested to the circle management to provide water coolers
at 2nd and 3rd floors of the circle office.

10.

Implementation of revision of minimum wage rates to the casual
mazdoors as per the corporate office orders vide C.O.ND NO.22/(Mise/Revised wage rate/2018-WS&I dated 23-05-2018: Corporate office
has circulated minimum revised wage rates wef 1-4-2018. This may be
implemented in all the SSAs of AP circle.

Leader, Staff side, CCM
AP,Circle, Vijayawada

